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Boublil, French author of songs during performance of "Oliver! He shared idea with French composer C.
Schonberg, and they have developed the preliminary scenario. They analyzed a physical and emotional
condition of each character and reaction of public to them. Then Schonberg has begun to write the music, and
Boublil â€” to work on lyrics. Two years later, they made the trial two-hour recording. Schonberg sang all
roles and accompanied himself on the piano. The album with this material was written down in The following
singers took part in it: The scenic version was made in Paris in Hossein was a director. For performances the
show was attended by more than thousand people. The most part of actors remained invariable after recording
of the album. Authors of English libretto, H. Fenton, have considerably overworked and increased the libretto.
They have departed from a literal translation of the French original. The original English version was shown
five years later after French premiere. It took place in London. The show was conducted with musical
management of J. Cameron, who took part in creation of orchestrations for French a concept album. Roles
were played by C. On January 5 , there was The premiere on the Broadway opened on March 12, The
audience has booked tickets for the amount exceeding 4 million dollars in advance. The performance has
undergone some changes. The show closed in and returned in
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The hydra at the beginning, the angel at the end. The novel contains various subplots, but the main thread is
the story of ex-convict Jean Valjean , who becomes a force for good in the world but cannot escape his
criminal past. The novel is divided into five volumes, each volume divided into several books, and subdivided
into chapters, for a total of 48 books and chapters. Each chapter is relatively short, commonly no longer than a
few pages. The novel as a whole is one of the longest ever written , [5] with approximately 1, pages in
unabridged English-language editions, [6] and 1, pages in French. It addresses England as well as Spain, Italy
as well as France, Germany as well as Ireland, the republics that harbour slaves as well as empires that have
serfs. Social problems go beyond frontiers. Wherever men go in ignorance or despair, wherever women sell
themselves for bread, wherever children lack a book to learn from or a warm hearth, Les Miserables knocks at
the door and says: One biographer noted that "the digressions of genius are easily pardoned". The one about
convents he titles "Parenthesis" to alert the reader to its irrelevance to the story line. It opens volume 2 with
such a change of subject as to seem the beginning of an entirely different work. Hugo draws his own personal
conclusions, taking Waterloo to be a pivot-point in history, but definitely not a victory for the forces of
reaction. Waterloo, by cutting short the demolition of European thrones by the sword, had no other effect than
to cause the revolutionary work to be continued in another direction. The slashers have finished; it was the
turn of the thinkers. The century that Waterloo was intended to arrest has pursued its march. That sinister
victory was vanquished by liberty. The novel opens with a statement about the bishop of Digne in and
immediately shifts: One of the strangers was a man who had stolen a loaf of bread similar to Jean Valjean. The
officer was taking him to the coach. The thief also saw the mother and daughter playing with each other which
would be an inspiration for Fantine and Cosette. Hugo imagined the life of the man in jail and the mother and
daughter taken away from each other. He was also a businessman and was widely noted for his social
engagement and philanthropy. He went to Toulon to visit the Bagne in and took extensive notes, though he did
not start writing the book until On one of the pages of his notes about the prison, he wrote in large block
letters a possible name for his hero: In December he witnessed an altercation between an old woman
scavenging through rubbish and a street urchin who might have been Gavroche. He also slipped personal
anecdotes into the plot. He sleeps on the street, angry and bitter. When the police capture Valjean, Myriel
pretends that he has given the silverware to Valjean and presses him to take two silver candlesticks as well, as
if he had forgotten to take them. The police accept his explanation and leave. Myriel tells Valjean that his life
has been spared for God, and that he should use money from the silver candlesticks to make an honest man of
himself. This inspired a very similar scene in Places in the Heart. When opportunity presents itself, purely out
of habit, he steals a sous coin from year-old Petit Gervais and chases the boy away. He quickly repents and
searches the city in panic for Gervais. At the same time, his theft is reported to the authorities. Valjean hides as
they search for him, because if apprehended he will be returned to the galleys for life as a repeat offender.
Walking down the street, he sees a man named Fauchelevent pinned under the wheels of a cart. When no one
volunteers to lift the cart, even for pay, he decides to rescue Fauchelevent himself. He crawls underneath the
cart, manages to lift it, and frees him. He has known only one other man, a convict named Jean Valjean, who
could accomplish it. The men abandon the women, treating their relationships as youthful amusements.
Fantine is unaware that they are abusing her daughter and using her as forced labor for their inn, and continues
to try to meet their growing, extortionate and fictitious demands. Fantine is slowly dying from an unspecified
disease. A dandy named Bamatabois harasses Fantine in the street, and she reacts by striking him. She begs to
be released so that she can provide for her daughter, but Javert sentences her to six months in prison. Valjean
Mayor Madeleine intervenes and orders Javert to release her. Javert resists but Valjean prevails. Valjean,
feeling responsible because his factory turned her away, promises Fantine that he will bring Cosette to her. He
takes her to a hospital. Javert comes to see Valjean again. Javert admits that after being forced to free Fantine,
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he reported him as Valjean to the French authorities. He tells Valjean he realizes he was wrong, because the
authorities have identified someone else as the real Jean Valjean, have him in custody, and plan to try him the
next day. Valjean is torn, but decides to reveal himself to save the innocent man, whose real name is
Champmathieu. He travels to attend the trial and there reveals his true identity. Fantine discovers that Cosette
is not at the hospital and fretfully asks where she is. Weakened by the severity of her illness, she falls back in
shock and dies. Valjean goes to Fantine, speaks to her in an inaudible whisper, kisses her hand, and then
leaves with Javert. The king commutes his sentence to penal servitude for life. Spectators call for his release.
Valjean fakes his own death by allowing himself to fall into the ocean. Authorities report him dead and his
body lost. Valjean arrives at Montfermeil on Christmas Eve. He finds Cosette fetching water in the woods
alone and walks with her to the inn. Valjean leaves and returns to make Cosette a present of an expensive new
doll which, after some hesitation, she happily accepts. Valjean and Cosette flee to Paris. Valjean rents new
lodgings at Gorbeau House, where he and Cosette live happily. Valjean takes Cosette and they try to escape
from Javert. Valjean also becomes a gardener and Cosette becomes a student at the convent school. Lamarque
was a victim of a major cholera epidemic that had ravaged the city, particularly its poor neighborhoods,
arousing suspicion that the government had been poisoning wells. One of the students, Marius Pontmercy , has
become alienated from his family especially his grandfather M. Gillenormand because of his liberal views. At
the Luxembourg Garden , Marius falls in love with the now grown and beautiful Cosette. To impress him, she
tries to prove her literacy by reading aloud from a book and by writing "The Cops Are Here" on a sheet of
paper. Marius pities her and gives her some money. The philanthropist and his daughter enterâ€”actually
Valjean and Cosette. Marius immediately recognizes Cosette. After seeing them, Valjean promises them he
will return with rent money for them. Javert gives Marius two pistols and instructs him to fire one into the air
if things get dangerous. Marius returns home and waits for Javert and the police to arrive. Valjean tries to
escape through a window but is subdued and tied up. He also orders Valjean to write a letter to Cosette to
return to the apartment, and they would keep her with them until he delivers the money. It is during this time
that Valjean manages to free himself. Valjean manages to escape the scene before Javert sees him. He and
Cosette then finally meet and declare their love for one another. Hearing this, they reluctantly retire. The next
day, Valjean is sitting in the Champ de Mars. Unexpectedly, a note lands in his lap, which says "Move Out.
Marius tries to get permission from M. Gillenormand to marry Cosette. When tempers flare, he refuses his
assent to the marriage, telling Marius to make Cosette his mistress instead. The following day, the students
revolt and erect barricades in the narrow streets of Paris. Gavroche spots Javert and informs Enjolras that
Javert is a spy. When Enjolras confronts him about this, he admits his identity and his orders to spy on the
students. Enjolras and the other students tie him up to a pole in the Corinth restaurant. He then hears a voice
telling him that his friends are waiting for him at the barricade. Distraught to find Cosette gone, he heeds the
voice and goes. When Marius arrives at the barricade, the "revolution" has already started. When he stoops
down to pick up a powder keg, a soldier comes up to shoot Marius. The soldier fires, fatally wounding the
man, while missing Marius. Meanwhile, the soldiers are closing in.
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Plot[ edit ] In , French prisoner Jean Valjean is released on parole from the Bagne of Toulon after serving
nineteen years for stealing a loaf of bread and trying to escape multiple times. He is offered shelter by the
kindly Bishop of Digne , but Valjean steals his silverware. Captured by police and taken to the Bishop,
Valjean is shocked when the Bishop answers he offered him the silver, telling him to use it to do something
worthwhile with his life. Valjean decides to break his parole and start a new life. Eight years later in , Valjean
is now a respected factory owner and mayor of Montreuil, Pas-de-Calais. He is shocked when Javert ,
formerly a Toulon prison guard, arrives as his new chief of police. To support her daughter, Fantine sells her
hair, her teeth, becomes a prostitute and is arrested by Javert when she attacks an abusive customer. Valjean,
learning who she is, rescues her and takes her to the hospital. Valjean later learns that a man has been wrongly
identified as him, and decides to reveal his true identity to the court - before returning to the dying Fantine,
promising to care for Cosette. Valjean and Cosette flee from Javert, hiding in a convent , aided by the worker
Valjean rescued before. Nine years later, Valjean has become a philanthropist and helps the poor in Paris.
General Lamarque , the only government official sympathetic to the poor, dies, and a group of revolutionists
called the Friends of the ABC plot to rebel against the monarchy. Marius Pontmercy , a member of the
Friends, encounters Cosette and they fall in love. Valjean, afraid Javert could be near, makes plans to flee to
England with Cosette. Javert pretends to be an ally to spy on the rebels but the street urchin Gavroche exposes
him as a policeman. Valjean offers to execute Javert but actually releases him, faking his death. Javert,
morally confused by the mercy of Valjean, commits suicide by throwing himself in the Seine. Marius recovers
but is traumatised by the death of his friends. Marius and Cosette are reunited but Valjean, concerned his
presence would threaten their happiness, makes plans to leave and reveals his story to Marius, who promises
to remain silent. Marius recognises it as his own and understands that Valjean saved him that night. Cosette
and Marius reunite with the dying Valjean at the convent. Valjean gives them letters of confession before
dying peacefully, and his spirit is guided away by the spirits of Fantine and the Bishop to join the spirits of
Eponine, Gavroche and the Friends of the ABC in the afterlife. Cast[ edit ] Hugh Jackman as Jean Valjean , a
Frenchman released from Toulon prison after 19 years of imprisonment for stealing bread and failed attempts
at escaping from the prison. On meeting with Tom Hooper , he told the director about his concerns about
playing Javert, and after meeting with him, Crowe was "determined to be involved in the project and play
Javert. On developing Cosette, Seyfried said, "In the little time that I had to explain Cosette and give the
audience a reason [to see her] a symbol of love and strength and light in this tragedy, I needed to be able to
convey things you may not have connected with in the show. They were really nice. On collaborating with
Hooper, Redmayne said, "He was incredibly collaborative. Certainly during the rehearsal process, we sat with
Tom and the Victor Hugo book adding things. The Demon Barber of Fleet Street. He had never performed any
role in the musical. His performance was praised both by public and critics, some of whom see him as a real
scene-stealer. Wilkinson plays the Bishop of Digne , while Ruffelle plays a prostitute. Michael Jibson plays
the foreman of the factory in which Fantine works and is fired from. Blagden was cast in January The lyrics
of some songs were also changed to suit the changes in setting or narrative to the stage musical. In addition to
the cuts, a new song, "Suddenly" was added, new music was composed for the battle scenes, and the order of
several songs changed from the stage musical. Several major pieces, primarily as "Who Am I?
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LES MISÃ‰RABLES. By Alain Boublil and Claude-Michel Schonberg My rooms are full And I've no supper to spare I'd
like to help a stranger All we want is to be fair.
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The story of Les Miserables is the story of the man of law and the man of grace. Both men come from poverty. One
becomes a convict the other a prison guard and then a police commissioner.
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